Consequences of polymorphism of 5'-GMP.Na2 in the vibrational spectra of metal complexes and isotopic derivatives.
The commercial mononucleotides are frequently used to obtain metal complexes and isotopic derivatives. Normally, the spectra of these new compounds are compared with the spectra of the commercial mononucleotides. Nevertheless, important variations in the vibrational spectra of the disodium 5'-guanosine monophosphate, 5'-GMP, have been observed in this work produced by submitting the commercial salt to the same general laboratory process that the obtained compounds, i.e., solving the commercial salt in water and subsequent recrystallization. These changes have been analyzed and interpreted. The variations are not significant in disodium 5'-cytosine monophosphate, 5'-CMP. It is important to take this information into account before carrying out vibrational studies with this type of molecules, since some bands attributed to isotopic substitutions or to the metal attack may be a result of manipulation of the nucleotide (solving and recrystallization) instead of the studied effect. Thus, before any work in which the nucleotide salt is manipulated (deuteration, synthesis of other isotopic derivatives or metal-nucleotide complexes), it should be noted that the process to which the sample is submitted on its own is enough to modify the vibrational spectrum. Then, attention should be paid to the changes observed in the vibrational spectra of recrystallized mononucleotides, since recrystallization may lead to a considerable phase change, and this can notably alter the vibrational spectra.